
 

 

 

Astrological Forecast and Calendar 

September  2021 
 

These forecasts describe the general astrological conditions which affect 

all of us. If you would like to know how they affect you at a more personal 

level then a Personal Three Month Forecast is also available. 

 

 

If you need an explanation of any of the terms please see the basic guide 

to astrology and glossary. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.jonathonclark.com/shop
https://www.jonathonclark.com/a-very-brief-guide-to-astrology
https://www.jonathonclark.com/a-very-brief-guide-to-astrology
https://www.jonathonclark.com/glossary


 Sun Moon Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

1 Wed 8o  6:27 2o  18o 20o  25o R 8o R 14o R 22o R 24o R 

2 Thu     22o K 18:43    22o K 18:43  

3 Fri  16:59         

4 Sat           

5 Sun   7o H 2:30    7o H 2:30    

6 Mon  0:07  24o G 4:07/ H 
14:05 

24o H 13:20 24o H 14:05    24o G 4:07/ 
H 13:20 

7 Tue A 14o H 2:29       14o H 2:29   

8 Wed  4:22         

9 Thu           

10 Fri   7:06  21:40       

11 Sat           

12 Sun  9:36         

13 Mon           

14 Tue 21o K 10:21 12:35       21o K 10:21  

15 Wed     1:15      

16 Thu  16:24         

17 Fri 24o H 2:53   7o G 7:15   7o G 7:15   24o H 2:53 

18 Sat  21:24         

19 Sun           

20 Mon   23o H 23:53   23o H 23:53     

21 Tue K  4:14         

22 Wed 20:22  24o G 14:12       24o G 14:12 

23 Thu  13:39  14o K 10:41    14o K 10:41   

24 Fri            

25 Sat     7o H 22:50  7o H 22:50    

26 Sun  1:38         

27 Mon   25o R 6:11        

28 Tue  14:35         

29 Wed 6o H 23:19   21o H 17:14   6o H 23:19  21o H 17:14  

30 Thu 7o  25o  21o 9o  22o R 6o R 14o R 21o R 24o R 

          A  =   New Moon         1:53         7 September    14o Virgo             

         K =      Full Moon          0:56       21 September    28o Pisces  

       A  =  Conjunction (0o)  F =  Sextile  (60o)  G  = Square (90o)  H  =  Trine (120o)     

        K  =   Opposition (180o)   D  =  Direct R = Retrograde                                                   All  times are British Summer Time            © Copyright Jonathon Clark 2021 Email: jc@jonathonclark.co.uk                                                                                                                    
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Astrological Forecast for September 2021 

 

 

A quiet two or three days at the beginning of the month is followed by a burst of planetary activity 

culminating in the New Moon just before 2 a.m. on 7 September. 

The first of these four aspects – a trine between Mercury in Libra and Saturn in Aquarius in the 

early hours of 5 September - is perfect for writing a report, thesis, essay or other work of non-

fiction. Ideas can be expressed with clarity and fairness and the wider implications readily 

understood. Even though the aspect is exact in the small hours it will be strongly felt for two or 

three days prior to this so we don’t need to be working at an inconvenient time to feel the benefit.  

The next aspect is a square between Venus in Libra and Pluto in Capricorn just before dawn on 6 

September. Our immediate reaction may be that this is not the most inviting of aspects but Venus,  

strong in its own sign, offers us the chance to understand a relationship at a more profound level 

without the possibility of emotional manipulation that might occur if the planetary placements 

were different.  

The aspect also takes place while Venus is trine to Jupiter in Pisces (exact at lunchtime on 6 

September) which is one of the most creative aspects available to us and which only occurs on a 

couple of occasions each year. Any grains of discomfort from potentially difficult conversations 

yesterday will be swept away by this lovely combination of planets – artists, musicians and poets 

can thrive under these conditions and constructive dialogue is possible on almost any subject. 

There is, inevitably, a “but” and it is the trine between Mars and Pluto at almost the same time as 

the Venus/Jupiter trine which could blow everything apart if we are careless and become too 

confident. If there is an obstruction to progress then this is the aspect which will remove it.  

While we are asleep (in the UK) in the small hours of 7 September there will be a trine between 

the Sun in Virgo and Uranus in Taurus less than an hour after the New Moon. What a perfect way 

to start the month (and Jewish New Year) with an opportunity to wake up to fresh insights and a 

resolution to make positive changes where necessary in our lives – the contents of our dreams 

may be particularly significant this night. 

After that rush of activity the planets make no major aspects for the next week although there is a 

significant change in the atmosphere late on 10 September as Venus moves from Libra to Scorpio.  

The last four weeks may have been a time when artists have found it easy to do their best work 

and when relationships were at their most honest and open. This gives way to a month when 

suspicions (whether justified or not) could rise to the surface and the mood music takes on a 

darker tone.  

This won’t be helped by Mars moving from Virgo into Libra early on 15 September – we may have 

been frustrated by an over attention to detail  in the last six weeks but the next six weeks will find 

us prone to making rash decisions or struggling to make decisions at all. 

Meanwhile the opposition between the Sun in Virgo and Neptune in Pisces on 14 September 

offers us glimpses of the higher and awesome realities but warns us to keep our feet on the 

ground at the same time. There is an old saying that the best way to see how the invisible worlds 

work is observe the visible worlds. Different realities, same results. 



If you were thinking about a romantic (or even Platonic) night out on 16 September then probably 

best to defer it as Venus in Scorpio square to Saturn in Aquarius really doesn’t offer an inviting 

prospect for social activity. The trine between the Sun and Pluto may give us opportunities for 

profound thinking but, again, is hardly what you want for a party. 

There is more constructive energy ahead. The build up to the Full Moon in the small hours of 21 

September is accompanied by a trine between Mercury in Libra and Jupiter in Aquarius. It will be 

difficult to stem the tide of creative thought and communication at this time – a last burst of fresh 

activity before Mercury turns retrograde on 27 September.  

The seasons change on 22 September as the Sun moves to Libra marking the Autumn Equinox. 

Temperaments and temperatures both start to cool at this time as the heat goes out of the year. 

This change of season is accompanied by a square between Mercury and Pluto - another of those 

occasions for throwing away documents (and thoughts) which no longer serve any purpose in our 

lives. Combing through the address book and deleting contacts with whom we no longer have 

anything in common is another manifestation of the same aspect. 

The opposition between Venus in Scorpio and Uranus in Taurus on 23 September is also about 

endings but these are more snap decisions than the sometimes gruelling processes marked by 

Pluto. Throwing out half completed paintings or pieces of pottery or broken relationships could 

mark this aspect. 

The difficulties of making decisions may be alleviated to some degree on 22 September when 

Mars in Libra is trine to Saturn in Aquarius although all details need to be clarified very carefully 

with Mercury about to turn retrograde. Since both planets are in air signs the tendency is to make 

decisions verbally without putting them in writing but it would pay to do this. 

The Mercury retrograde period (roughly three weeks, three times each year) gets bad publicity 

because of the confusion which often surrounds it but we can befriend this astrological quirk by 

using the time to reassess and revise the activity of the last three months. We can not be creating 

new content all the time. Watch out for disruptions to travel and communications between 22 and 

27 September – the days leading up to Mercury’s change of direction are sometimes worse than 

the actual retrograde period. 

29 September has two important aspects – the trine between the Sun in Libra and Saturn in 

Aquarius suggests the formulation of longer term plans where we use whatever we have learned 

in the past to produce something useful in the future. At the same time there is some relief from 

the difficult time which Venus may be having in Scorpio as it forms a trine with Neptune in Pisces. 

This is a time for recognising that beauty is present even in the most desperate situations although 

the palette may have more muted colours. 

We end the month with six planets in retrograde motion – appearing to travel backwards in the 

sky. If you wonder why you are finding it difficult to make progress in one or more aspects of your 

life this could be the reason why. Nothing lasts forever and these retrograde planets will each start 

to move forward in the coming months giving us the opportunity to move with them - for almost 

three months between February and April 2022 all the planets will be moving in direct motion. 

Have a good month! 

Jonathon 

www.jonathonclark.com  

http://www.jonathonclark.com/
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